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Thank you for buying this music and for supporting the artists, songwriters, 

musicians and others who've created it and made it possible. 

Please remember that this recording and artwork are protected by copyright 
law. Since you don't own the copyright, it's not yours to distribute. Please don't 
use Internet services that promote the illegal distribution of copyrighted music, 
give away illegal copies of discs, or lend discs to others for copying. It’s hurting 
the artists who created the music. It has the same effect as stealing a disc from 
a store. 

Applicable laws provide for severe civil and criminal penalties for 
unauthorized reproduction, distribution and digital transmission of 
copyrighted sound recordings. 

To find legal downloads visit www.musicfromemi.com 



We've been here for almost twenty years, but still 

people ask: this World Music, what is it exactly? The 

answer never gets any easier because, like all natural 

organisms, it keeps growing, changing its shape, 

opening itself up to absorb new elements, and shifting 

its creative centres. So this is what it feels like right 

now, as seen and heard from the perspective of a 

radio DJ with two weekly shows, one broadcast live 

every Saturday night on BBC Radio London, the other 

recorded for dissemination around the world via the 

BBC World Service. Drawn from the daily avalanche 

of new releases from record labels based throughout 

the world, this selection has been guided by reaction 

from listeners, prods from friends, and exposure to live 

performances at clubs, theatres and festivals. 

Leading the way into the future by drawing these 

threads together is Manu Chao, first as the main man 

in Mono Negro and then with his multi-million-selling 

debut solo album CLflNDCSTINO (1998). Manu toured 

Curope during 2002 with an energetic touring band, 

RadioSemba, from whose live album we have taken 

’Por €1 Suelo' to provide an apt finale for this collection, 

formerly based in France, Manu has for several years 

lived in Barcelona, Spain, where he has been an 

inspiration and catalyst for one of the world's liveliest 

music scenes, represented here by Ojos de Brujo, 

Wagner Pa and Dusminguet. 

BRRI, the second album by Ojos de Brujo*, was one of 

the highlights of the past year, a coherent melange of 

hip hop and flamenco featuring the infectious vocals of 

Marina 'La Camillas'. Originally from Brazil, Wagner 
Pci has been an important presence in Barcelona as 

both DJ and performer; Wagner revealed a beguiling 

stage presence, casual yet focussed, when he 

appeared with his group Brazuca Matraca at the 

Barcelona night as part of La Linea in London during 

Rpril 2003. Dusminguet is a Catalan group who 

generate a wild energy with an all-acoustic line-up in 

which accordion is prominent; several tracks on their 

third album GO sound like Colombian cumbias, but the 

title track is their own unique, indescribable 

concoction. Based in Madrid, but also indebted to 

Manu Chao at the start of their career, flmparanoia 
take their name from their female lead singer. 

The opening track of this collection is 'Le Vent Nous 

Portera’ - the wind will carry us - by Noir Desir, a 

beautiful expression of cautiously expressed hope, 

fl well-respected alternative rock group based in 

Bordeaux in South West France, Noir Desir had 

released six albums since 1986 but never attracted 

the attention of the rest of the world before this song 

took flight. Driven by the distinctive acoustic strum of 

guest guitarist Manu Chao - who else? - the song 

ends with a lovely clarinet solo by flkosh Szelevenyl. 

Played on the radio, its haunting tune never fails to 

provoke a reaction - it was a top ten hit in France, a 

number one in Italy but is still unreleased in the UK. 

If Noir Desir might be surprised to find themselves 

invited to stand under the umbrella of world music, 

Italian singer and band-leader Cugenio Bennato set 

out to provide, in the words of his sleeve note 

manifesto, ‘a counterpoint to the overpowering behemoth 

of Rnglo Saxon music that invades our soundwaves 

and our lives'. The title track of his latest album ’Che 

II Mediterraneo Sia' - let the Mediterranean be - is 

an exhilarating rush of a song that celebrates the 

unifying potential of the sea that can bring together 

the melody of Naples, the flamenco of Spain and the 

percussion of Algiers. The other Italian track here is 

also from an album saluting the paradox of the 

Mediterranean region's diversity and cohesion. MATRI 

MIA is the second album by Sicilian group Banda tonka, 
a brass band of 20 musicians under the direction of 

accordionist and composer Fabio Barovero; there's a 

feeling of stately splendour to 'Come L'Aria', featuring 

guest vocalist Mauro Crmanno Giovanardi. 

The urge to combine punk rock, reggae and ska continues 

to manifest ail over the world, notably throughout 

Latin America and in Russia. In St Petersburg, a 

hotbed of innovation and energy, Markscheider Kunst 
sometimes include Congoloese soukous in their 

sound, but the horn arrangement on 'Moryak' draws 

from the jazzy inspirations of 1960s Jamaican ska. 

Having once been in the vanguard of musical adventurers, 

British rock musicians are now mostly lagging far 

behind, and it was a terrible shock when the one of 

the few to explore new possibilities, Joe Strummer, 
died suddenly in December 2002. After the break-up 

of the Clash, it had taken Joe a while to find a new 

direction he could call his own, but the title of his last 

album, GLOBAL A GO GO, declared his intent. 

’Mondo Bongo' is impressive proof that he had found 

a strong and unique new sound. It's futile to wonder 

what he might have done next, and gratifying that 

this song is here to savour and remember him by. 

In contrast to Britrock's conservatism, UK dance music 

producers and musicians are more likely to explore 

untried ways to connect themselves to the rest of the 

world. Temple of Sound - Neil Sparkes and Count 

Dubulah - designed a spectacular arrangement for 

’Dojo Kun' to accommodate both the impassioned 

vocal of Natacha Atlas and the sonorous baritone of 

Jean-Jacques Burnel, the former bass player with the 

Stranglers whose lyric is drawn from martial arts 

philosophy. Weird MC is a Nigerian singer and rapper 

based in London, where she makes regular guest 

appearances with various projects. Drawn from her 

unreleased work-in-progress, the addictively enticing 

'Palava' features Femi Kuti on tenor sax. 

In the rest of Curope, idiosyncratic experimentalists 

abound. In Sweden, Clliko (Si Solo ** - violinist Cllika 

Frisell and Senegalese kora player Solo Cissokho - 

prove conclusively that music knows no frontiers, as 



their melodies ond rhythms entwine effortlessly 

around each other. Slovakian songstress Sui Veson is 

fiercely determined to make music according to rules 

of her own devising, singing half of her songs in a 

language she made up in order to express what could 

not be said with existing words. Of all the songs I 

have played on the UUorld Service in the past eighteen 

months, her 'Makovienka' has elicited the most letters 

and emails from listeners desperate to hear it again 

and to own it for themselves. UUhen Sui came to play 

live on my Radio London programme, she brought 

pieces of wood and dried rushes to get noises out of 

her guitar that her fingers could not find. R true original. 

In France, Galliano Portal - accordionist Richard 

Galliano and clarinettist Michel Portal - are likely to 

be classified under jazz, but their performance of 

’Mozambique' seems to belong here. French rennaisance 

man Martin Meissonnier was working with African 

musicians long before the term world music was 

coined, promoting, managing and producing Fela Kuti, 

King Sunny Rde and Amina among many others. After 

taking some years off as a television producer, Martin 

has returned with the Big Men project, an album of 

duets by rai and reggae singers which includes the 

vibrant ’Life' by Algerian newcomer Larbi Dadi and 

pioneer Jamaican toaster U Roy. 

Over the past year the spectacular fado singer, 

Mariza**, has completed successful tours of the UK, 

the USA and most of Europe, culminating in being 

named Best European Artist at the BBC Radio 3 

Awards for UUorld Music. From the moment she steps 

on stage, all eyes follow every move she makes, and 

we hardly dare to breathe in case we miss a note 

she sings. ’O Silencio da Guitarra' is from her second 

album, FADO CURVO. In contrast to Mariza's dramatic 

presentation, Lula Pena plays fado as a form of 

acoustic blues, accompanying herself with sparse, 

atmospheric guitar and singing in an intimate, 

low-pitched voice. Included on her debut album, 

PHADOS, ’Fria Claridade' was first sung by the most 

famous of all fado singers, Amalia Rodrigues, whom 

both Mariza and Lula revere. 

The Moroccan-born, Egypt-based singer Samira 
Sa’id** was a surprising and slightly controversial 

nominee among the candidates for Best Middle East 

Artist at this year's Awards for UUorld Music; controversial, 

to those who argue that world music has no room for 

out-and-out pop singers, regardless of the language 

in which they sing. But while the sound of Samira's 

records do tend towards the production-line formulas 

that world music devotees mostly abhor and avoid, 

her spectacular voice convinced the judges. On ’Voum 

UUara Voum', Samira more than holds her own her in 

the duet with sweet-voiced Algerian star, Cheb Mami. 

Turkish singer Sezen flksu has a flair for writing songs 

with universal appeal, as proved by the international 

success of ’Kiss Kiss' by Holly Valance, an English language 

cover of a song co-written by Sezen. UUhile some of 

Sezen's records do have a formulaic character, ’Kahpe 

Kader' is drawn from her highly recommended album 

DELIVEREN, recorded using traditional Turkish 

instruments in conjunction with a full-scale orchestra. 

A recent discovery for me is Iraqi singer, llhom M 
Madfai, whose self-titled 1999 album framed well-known 

traditional Iraqi songs - including ’Mali Chughul Bil 

Soug' - in modern arrangements. 

Naseebo Icil is so popular among her Pakistani fans, 

both at home and throughout the world, that she 

releases as many as four albums a year; ’Mera Sacha 

Si Pyar' is from NASEEBO LAL VOL 15 and is another 

of the most requested songs from UUorld Service 

listeners during the past year. Sevara Nazarkhan is 

already famous at home in Uzbekistan, in Central 

Asia, where her songs are played on the radio and 

her cassettes can be bought in the street markets of 

Tashkent and Samarkand. But where her previous 

recordings were made solely for a local audience with 

local musicians, VOL BOISIN is her first to be produced 

for UUestern ears. It’s a difficult trick, to protect a 

distinctive local style while rendering it accessible to a 

more general audience, but French studio wizard Hector 

Zazou has had some practice, both on his own albums 

for Crammed Discs and as producer of albums by other 

artists signed to Real UUorld. His sympathetic rhythm 

beds enhance and do not smother Sevara’s atmospheric 

vocals, accompanied by Uzbeki musicians including Toir 

Kuziyev on various string instruments - Turkish saz and 

Arabic oud, as well as the local doutar. The album's 

title track ‘Vol Bolsin1 is based on a song dating back 

to the days when brigands wished each other ’good 

looting’ as they set out to make a raid on Silk Road 

travellers. Surely this attractive and ready-to-laugh 

young singer will become one of the new stars of 

world music over the next year or so. 

Of the eight African tracks in this collection, five are 

from the region of UUest Africa that was once the 

Malian Empire and is now split into Mali, Senegal 

and Guinea. Each of these countries is a cauldron of 

flamboyant voices and virtuoso musicians, many of 

whom move regularly between home and Paris, to 

take advantage of superior recording facilities. The 

album which set the template for modern UUest 

African music was Soro by Malian singer Salif Keita in 

1987. Soro led to many imitations, but neither Salif 

nor anybody else came close to recapturing its 

majesty until the Guinean singer Sekoubci Bambino 
released SINIKAN in 2002, produced by the same 

team of arranger Francois Breant and executive producer 

Ibrahim Sylla. 

In the track-listing of Sekouba's album, one song title 

leaped out - ‘It's a Man's Man's Man's UUorld', written 

and first recorded in 1966 by James Brown. There are 

few promising precedents for African singers recording 

American soul songs, but this performance works 

brilliantly in every possible way. After opening with 

the harp-like sound of a kora, the arrangement stays 

close to the original, with a string section marking the 

familiar chord changes and a backing group singing 

the chorus in English. Sekouba's lead vocal soars 

along new melodies of his own invention and in his 

own language. 
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Among Malian singers, the man most widely tipped 
to inherit Salif Heita's throne, should he ever obdicote 
it, has been Kasse Mady Diabate*. One of his most 
ardent champions is British broadcaster, writer and 
university teacher, Lucy Duran, who backed up her 
convictions by co-producing the album KASSI HASS6, 
from which Eh Va Ve' has been drawn. The combination 
of balafon, n’goni, djembe, flute and female backing 
vocalists establishes the unique sound of Mali, while 
acoustic guitar adds an unusual flavour. 

Three recordings by Senegalese artists illustrate the 
range of the country's music, from the classic traditional 
form of the acoustic kora, played by Solo Cissokho in 
the duo €llika & Solo (already referred to above), 
through the revivalist Cuban-based style of Orchestra 
Baobab, to the modern urban hip hop of Daara J. In 
its original incarnation, Orchestra Baobab** was the 
leading band in Senegal during the early 1980s, 
when Cuban-style music was the flavour of the day. 
Rendered out-of-date by Voussou N'Dour's more powerful 
mbalax style, Baobab fell apart in 1987, but the 
band's music lived on in the album that was released 
in Curope by LUorld Circuit under the self-explanatory 
title, PIRATCS' CHOICC. The lazy, luxurious Cuban 
rhythms of that album were among the primary inspirations 
that led UUorld Circuit's director Nick Gold to convene 
the recording sessions in Havana, Cuba, for the album 
that was released under the title TH€ SUCNA VISTA 
SOCIAL CLUB. In the light of that album's success, Nick 
Gold and Voussou N'Dour reconvened the original 
members of Baobab to record the album SPECIALIST IN 
ALL STVLCS. It is notoriously difficult to recapture the 
magical atmosphere of songs being created as they 
are being first recorded, but among the album's highlights 
was the new version of 'Gnawoe', written by the 
Togo guitarist Barthelemy Attiso, whose arrangements 
and solos are such an important part of Baobab's 
trademark sound. 

Senegal is said to have the highest ratio of 
professional rap groups in relation to its population of 
any country in the world, and a remarkable proportion 
of them are very good. On their third album 
BOOMRANG, the trio who comprise Daara J (Dongo 
D, Atadji Man and Faada Freddy) honour the original 
function of hip hop as a vehicle for social and cultural 
commentary, as well as light-hearted entertainment. 
Guest rapper Disiz La Peste (Dizzy The Plague) joins 
in on 'Paris Dakar', which makes use of a tuneful 
acoustic guitar riff behind their thoughtful lyrics. 

Manecas Costa is the odd man out in coming from a 
non-Francophone country, the former Portuguese- 
controlled Guinea Bissau. Now based in Lisbon, 
Manecas went back home to record his album with 
local musicians under the direction of producers Lucy 
Duran and Jerry Boys. Back in London, the 
Venezuelan harpist Carlos Orozco contributed a 
transforming accompaniment to the heartfelt 
dedication to Manecas' late mother, 'Nha Marne’. 

For a few years following the release of Paul Simon's 
multi-million selling GRACCLAND in 1985, which he 
recorded with South African musicians and singers, 
record shops around the world suddenly found room 
for records by South African artists in their own right. 
But that flood has dried to a trickle, and gospel 
singer Rebecca Malope is among the few new 
names to have made any impact outside her country. 
Rebecca's soul searching, heart-wrenching 
performance on 'Inombolo Vocingo' invariably has 
listeners reaching for their phones - ask him to say 
her name again, but slowly. 

Over the past five years, producers in Kenya and 
Tanzania have developed an original style combining 
hip hop production with local taraab-styled singers, 
among whom Mombassa-based Nyota Ndogo has 
emerged as one of the best and most popular. The 

production on Take Care' is almost naive in its simplicity, 
but the result is a captivating, charming record. 
Nyota's melodic approach is intriguingly similar to 
that of Naseebo Lai from Pakistan. 

Hukwe Zawose is a traditional singer from the isolated 
coastal town of Bagamoyo in Tanzania, who first visited 
Britain as part of the group known as The Master 
Musicians of Tanzania. Their eerie falsetto vocals 
were like no sound we had heard before, and Hukwe 
has continued to tour when he can take time off from 
his job as lecturer at the local art college. ’Haliko 
Chijende' - Let's UUalk - is from the aptly-named 
album ASS6MBLV by Zawose & Brook, whose 
Canadian producer Michael Brook selected phrases 
and fragments from Hukwe's vocal performances to lay 
into his own instrumental beds of rhythm, melody and 
texture. ULIhen it works, as it does here, the results 
are arresting 

Cuban pianist Pepesito Reyes is among the many 
musicians around the world whose careers have been 
revived or reinvigorated in the wake of the success of 
the veteran musicians of the Buena Vista Social Club. 
Suddenly, old is good; or at least, not bad, not a 
reason to be denied the chance ever to record again. 
Born in 1916, Pepesito is even older than the song 
we include here, the timeless ’€1 Manisero'. Not only 
are there hundreds of versions of this song, written 
by Cuban composer Moises Simon in 1928, but its 
irresistible bass line has been borrowed in countless 
others. The vocalist is the young Spanish flamenco 
singer, Cstrella Morente 

Born in the Sierra Madre Hills of Southern Mexico in 
1968, Lila Downs* spent her teenage years in Los 
Angeles and went to the University of Minnesota, 
studying voice and anthropology until she dropped 
out and, in her words, joined the world'. Her 
repertoire embraces many styles of Mexican music, 

performed in several indigenous languages as well as 
Spanish and Cnglish. 'La Iguana' is from her 1999 
album, TRC6 OF LIFE. 

UUhen the term ’world music' was first coined back in 
1987, a few people worried that it might become a 
euphemism for 'third world music' or ’rest of the world 
music,' a cupboard under the stairs for everything that 
was not claimed by pop, rock, reggae, urban, jazz, 
classical or blues. Instead, the adjective 'world' has 
come to mean music likely to be more interesting 
than most of what is available in the established 
genres. And a 'world' classification has become a 
mark of distinction adopted in other, parallel industries. 
Video shops have UUorld Cinema sections, where we 
now look not only for films from Spain, Mexico and 
China, but for the otherwise undassifiable output of 
independent American and British filmmakers like Jim 
Jarmusch, Lynne Ramsey and the Coen Brothers. 

In much the same spirit, we welcome Calexico and the 
Be Good Tanyas. Calexico is the vehicle for two 
musicians based in Tucson, Arizona, Joey Burns and 
John Convertino, who enroll local friends to help 
evoke the atmospheres of America's Southwest - its 
sparsely- covered, desert-like landscape and its 
population of Mexican immigrants. 'Across the UJire' 
tells the story of two brothers trying to make their 
way across the border, using the sound of a mariachi 
band to heighten the effect of references to cactus, 
rattlesnakes and coyotes. 

UUhen Canada is represented in a world music context, 
the usual candidates are French-speaking performers 
from Quebec or Novia Scotia. The Be Good Tanyas 
are from Vancouver, British Columbia, and would make 
no claim to belong here. But their idiosyncratic 
approach, apparently off-hand and with no obvious 
commercial ambition in sight, has endeared them to 
all of us who have fallen under their spell. 



Comprising Som Porton, Frazey Ford and Trish Klein, 

the trio features guitar, banjo and mandolin, which 

they pass from one to another between songs that 

veer from traditional folk tunes to their own, often 

slightly macabre, tales of dead dogs and dark 

streets. The sleeve of their new album CHINATOWN 

prints the lyrics of all the songs except the one chosen here, 

'Horses', which is listed as 'instrumental' despite 

being sung. UJhen I asked Frazey Ford to explain, she 

sheepishly admitted that there had been words once, 

but she slurred them so much in the recorded performance 

that nobody could decipher them afterwards. FIs a 

man for whom words and diction are usually very 

important, I should be bothered by this, but I don't 

mind at all. Instead, the song becomes a wordless 

duet between Frazey and cornet player Olu Dara, who 

was featured in his own right on an earlier volume. 

When The Be Good Tanyas come to play in your 

town, be sure to go. 

And that is the sound of the uiorid in 2003: 
Music Without Frontiers. 

Charlie Gillett, London, May 2003 
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This album is dedicated to the memory of 

Joe Strummer. 

For agreeing to ploy live on the radio, many thanks 

to: Mariza (ot the Kashmir Klub and WOMAD 

Reading); Orchestra Baobab and Daara J (ot the 

Borbicon's Dokor Night): Sevara Nazarkhan, Sui 

Vesan, The Be Good Tanyas, Lula Pena, Gllika & 
Solo and Manecas Costa (at BBC London's studio in 

Morylebone, Central London) 

The album would not be what it is without contributions 

from each of the following: Ian Anderson, editor of 

fRoots, for tips and presents including the albums of 

Dooro J and Gugenio Bennoto; Nikki Akinjinmi and 

Aichard Myers, invaluable volunteers ot BBC London 

every Saturday Night; Borkouisky, Christine and the 

UUOM0C crew; Thomas Brooman and his team ot 

UUOMRD; Lucy Duran, for so long on invisible influence, 

now o vital presence; Gmma Fulford, ot GMI 

International, for making clearing licenses seem like a 

pleasure; Pilar Garcia and Juan Velasco ot GMI 

Spain, who believed more than most, and whose 

belief has been infectious; Suzy Gillett, who brought 

Noir Desir's album bock from Paris; Hilary Hazzard, 
audience relations ot the BBC World Service; David 
Jones, Claire UJhitaker, Diane Spiegelberg, Amy 
Pearce and their team ot Serious, incomparable 

promoters of live music in London; Paul Leaper, helping 

to keep us afloat ot BBC London; Lara Lopez 
(Musicas Posibles, Radio Tres, Spain) for introducing 

me to Ojos de Brujo two years ago, and much more; 

Gerry Lyseight, of the lamented Planet Mombo; Ben 
Mandelson, benign presence; Paco Martin, imaginative 

curator of Lo Mor de Musicas Festival in Cartagena, 

Spain, which planted seeds that ore sprouting here; 

Horace McDonald, ot GMI International, for picking up 

the baton just when it looked like falling to the 

ground; Moshe Morad achieved much while he 

briefly manned the helm at Hemisphere; Neil Myners, 
enthusiastic producer at Unique Broadcasting; Zee 
Nagre, webmaster extraordinaire; Albert Nijmolen 
and the team at World Connection Records in the 

Netherlands; Bryn Ormrod, curator of remarkable 

events at the Barbican in London, introducing Sezen 

Rksu among many more; Bita Bay & Max Reinhardt, 
stars of stage, Shrine and Cafe Oran, tipped me off 

to Weird MC; Philip Ryalls, for constant support; 

Gerald Seligman started the series off and gave us 

the title; Dave Tote brought me into the fold at the 

BBC World Service; Jonathan Theurer & Tobias Maier 
at SFB4 Multi-Kulti; Ulesley Von Linda and his team 

at Narada put us on the map in North America; Alex 
Webb pulled the Awards into shape; Jessica UJilson, 
assistant extraordinaire at GMI; Nigel Ulilliamson, 
still chasing the flames; Andy Wood, for La Lineo,- 

Hamid Zagzoule, maestro of the Music In-Between at 

WOMAD. 
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01 NOIR DCSIR Le Vent Nous Portero 

02 €UG€NIO BCNNRTO Che I! Mediterronco Sio 

03 OJOS DC BRUJO Noito ^ 

04 TCMPLC OF SOUND Dojo Kun (Jomois Loisser Tomber) 

Feat. Jean Jacques Burnel and Natacha Atlas. 

05 DRRRR J Paris Dakar (featuring Disiz La Pcste) 

06 BIG MCN FCRT. LARBI DflDI & U ROV life 

07 BRNDR IONICR Feat. Mauro Crmanno Giovanardi Come I'Aria 

08 UJCIRD MC Palava 

09 SCZCN RKSU Kahpe Hader 
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10 DUSMINGUCT Go 
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12 GALLIANO PORTAL Mozambique 

13 NRSCCBO LRL Mera Sacha Si Pyar 
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15 ILHAM RL MRDFRI Mali Chougul Bit Soug 

16 MRRIZR O Silencio da Guitarra 
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10 UlR DOWNS Lo Iguono 
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